Abstract—Real time information retrieval enables stay in sync with the network devices’ status. Solutions based on polling, are not optimal in network deployments, the devices have to interrupt their processes to send the information, which is received with some delay and may be critical for many applications. YANG push notifications define a mechanism to subscribe and to push for YANG datastore updates, improving the performance of previous technologies. This work demonstrates for the first time the implementation of YANG push notifications on an Open Terminal based on OpenConfig models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Network operators provide transport services to their customers thanks to systems and solutions developed by a single network vendor. Closed solutions delay the introduction of new functionalities as well as limits and innovation. Operators have been seeking for solutions for many years, to introduce automation in the provisioning and management of services in multi-vendor, multi-layer [1] and multi-domain networks [2], by betting on the development of standard interfaces. Software Defined Networking (SDN) was conceived as an architectural solution designed to centralize the control and management of the network into a software-based controller. SDN has been evolving towards the standardization of the interfaces capable to realize itself. NETCONF [3] is a management protocol for network elements based on datastores defined in YANG, and RESTconf[4] is its’ light counterpart, adopted to standardize the structure of the REST APIs between the SDN controllers, defined according to the underlying YANG datastores. These two protocols and the YANG modelling language is the present of SDN solutions nowadays.

Network disaggregation is a relevant concept for all the industry including network operators [5]. Fig. 1 illustrates the three main alternatives when considering disaggregation in optical networks. Each architecture differs in the level of disaggregation. An aggregated architecture consists of a network where all elements of the line system belong to the same vendor and operate as an end-to-end entity (Fig. 1-a). Fig 1-b shows a partially disaggregated scenario, which have two elements: Open Terminals (OT) and Open Line System (OLS). The OTs are the transponders with a standard interface and the OLS is composed by Wavelength Selective Switches (WSSs), wavelength multiplexers, optical amplifiers, etc. Fig 1-c depicts a fully disaggregated scenario decouples. This alternative separates all elements in a line system and they operate as stand-alone entities.

As stated before, NETCONF is the main protocol for network element configuration. However, it was defined without any support for notifications. With RFC5277 [6], NETCONF event notifications were defined as a method to send asynchronous messages within a NETCONF implementation. However, the notifications must be statically defined within the YANG model and there is not a criteria to define periodic or on-change notifications. YANG notifications overcome the limitations of NETCONF event notifications. gRPC Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) [7] is a high-performance protocol originally defined for telemetry. It is very efficient for real time information retrieval, authors in [8, 9] worked on gRPC for flexigrid and Spatial Division Multiplexing (SDM) scenarios.
This work is focus on demonstration YANG push notifications (RFC8641 – [10]) as it overcomes some limitations of RFC5277 and NETCONF is already supported by many devices in operators’ networks.

II. YANG NOTIFICATIONS

RFC8639 [11] defines a YANG model and the mechanisms allowing the subscriptions to a publisher’s event streams for any transport protocol. RFC8639 defines the mechanism a subscriber needs to use to request and to receive an information feed from a YANG datastore server or publisher. In this academic exercise, we are positioning the SDN controller as the network elements’ subscriber, while the publisher in a disaggregated network scenario would be the Open Terminals or the OLS. This new protocol extends the work in RFC5277 which had some limitations, e.g., the subscriber could not modify or dynamically change the subscriptions, adapting to a change on the network conditions. There was not a negotiation phase in the parameters and the operation counters were not accessible. Additionally, RFC8639 is transport protocol-independent so the mechanism can be used not just with NETCONF but with RESTConf. YANG push defined in RFC8641 [10] extends the subscription model from RFC8639 [11] with capabilities that allow subscribers to define the triggers to retrieve updates and include filters.

YANG push defines two subscription mechanisms, one is periodic subscription, the other is on-change subscription. To demonstrate that the device supports the YANG notifications, first, a `<establish-subscription>` RPC request is sent to the device as depicted in Fig. 5. The message includes `subtree-filter` with the information to monitor. In this case, we monitor the linecard components. A periodic notification requires specify a `period` value, which for this experiment is set to 500, defined by the specification in Fig. 6. Response to the `<establish-subscription>` message.

Fig. 2. Periodic Subscription

Fig. 3. On-change Subscription

Fig. 4. Schematic of the lab set-up

III. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION

A. Testbed Description

To carry out the experiments, two Open Terminals (FiberHome FONST 1000 D2) are deployed in the lab tests, shown as Fig. 4. They expose YANG push notifications using NETCONF as the transport protocol. To validate the syntax, NETCONF browser is used. It is a commonly used and user-friendly NETCONF client application, which could be considered as the controller retrieving the information from the Open Terminals. In this work we have considered OpenConfig [12] as the information model.

B. Periodic Notification

As introduced in the previous section, YANG push has two kinds of subscription, one is periodic subscription, the other is on-change subscription. To demonstrate that the device supports the YANG notifications, first, a `<establish-subscription>` RPC request is sent to the device as depicted in Fig. 5. The message includes `subtree-filter` with the information to monitor. In this case, we monitor the linecard components. A periodic notification requires specify a `period` value, which for this experiment is set to 500, defined by the specification in Fig. 6. Response to the `<establish-subscription>` message.

Fig. 5. Establish-subscription message for a periodic subscription

Fig. 6. Packets capture with the push-update notification

Fig. 7. Packets capture with the push-update notification
centiseconds unit. The device accepts the notification request as shown in Fig. 6. Once the notification is configured, the Open Terminal sends a push update notification every 5 seconds as shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 8 shows the leaves defined within the OpenConfig model for the linecard element.

This work demonstrates for the first time the support of YANG push notifications in Open Terminals. This capability is key to retrieve the transponder information in disaggregated scenarios and provide to the systems an end-to-end view of the optical network.
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